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Abstract: Non-leptonic B decays into charmless nal states oer an important laboratory
to study CP violation and the dynamics of strong interactions. Particularly interesting are
B0s ! K K+ and B0d !  + decays, which are related by the U -spin symmetry of strong
interactions, and allow for the extraction of CP-violating phases and tests of the Standard
Model. The theoretical precision is limited by U -spin-breaking corrections and innovative
methods are needed in view of the impressive future experimental precision expected in
the era of Belle II and the LHCb upgrade. We have recently proposed a novel method
to determine the B0s{
B0s mixing phase s from the B
0
s ! K K+, B0d !  + system,
where semileptonic B0s ! K `+`, B0d !  `+` decays are a new ingredient and the
theoretical situation is very favourable. We discuss this strategy in detail, with a focus
on penguin contributions as well as exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies which
can be probed by a variety of non-leptonic B decays into charmless nal states. We show
that a theoretical precision as high as O(0:5) for s can be attained in the future, thereby
oering unprecedented prospects for the search for new sources of CP violation.
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1 Introduction
CP-violating asymmetries of B mesons are powerful probes in the search for physics be-
yond the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. New sources of CP violation might be

















with the corresponding SM expectations. Since CP asymmetries are generated through in-
terference eects, non-leptonic decays govern this territory of the B physics landscape. As
new heavy particles may well enter the loop contributions (see, for instance, ref. [1]), decays
with penguin topologies are particularly interesting. In order to fully exploit the physics
potential of these channels in the era of Belle II [2] and the LHCb upgrade [3], an unprece-
dented precision of the corresponding SM predictions is essential to match experiment.
The decay B0s ! K K+ is dominated by QCD penguin topologies and is hence a
particularly promising probe to search for footprints of New Physics (NP) through studies
of CP violation. However, the corresponding hadronic parameters suer from signicant
theoretical uncertainties through non-perturbative eects. Fortunately, this decay is related
to B0d !  + through the U -spin avour symmetry of the strong interaction, which relates
| in analogy to the well-known isospin symmetry | the d and s quarks to each other.
Applying the U -spin symmetry, the hadronic parameters characterizing the B0d !  +
and B0s ! K K+ modes can be related to each other, allowing the extraction of the angle
 of the unitarity triangle (UT) of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and
the B0s{ B
0
s mixing phase s [4{6]. First measurements of this U -spin method have been
performed by the LHCb Collaboration, yielding results for  and s in agreement with the
SM and uncertainties at the 7 level [7, 8].
The theoretical precision of this strategy, which is limited by non-factorizable U -spin-
breaking corrections, is unfortunately not sucient to fully exploit the future measurements
of CP violation in the B0d !  +, B0s ! K K+ system at Belle II and the LHCb upgrade.
In view of this situation, we have proposed a new method which is very robust with respect
to theoretical uncertainties. It uses , which can eventually be determined with O(1)
precision through pure tree decays, as input and allows the determination of s with a
theoretical precision of up to 0:5 at Belle II and the LHCb upgrade [9]. As the main
new ingredient, it uses the B0d !  +, B0s ! K K+ system in combination with the
semileptonic B0d !  `+`, B0s ! K `+` decays. Following these lines, the application
of the U -spin symmetry can be limited to theoretically well behaved quantities and valuable
tests of the U -spin symmetry can be obtained. As we pointed out in ref. [9], the current
experimental picture is very promising.
In the present paper, we explore the technical details of this new strategy and the
attainable precision of s in a more comprehensive way. The leading U -spin-breaking cor-
rections enter through a ratio of colour-allowed tree amplitudes, which are well-behaved
with respect to factorization and can be analysed within QCD factorization. The ma-
jor limiting uncertainties enter through certain penguin topologies as well as exchange
and penguin-annihilation topologies. The latter are expected to play a minor role in the
B0d !  + and B0s ! K K+ system on the basis of dynamical arguments [10{12]. Here
we present a detailed analysis to constrain these contributions through experimental data,
where B0s !  +, B0d ! K K+ modes play the key role as they emerge exclusively
from exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies. In order to determine the relevant
penguin contributions, the B0s;d ! K0 K0 system will be in the spotlight. We will give a
roadmap for exploiting the physics information oered by these U -spin-related systems at

































































Figure 1. Topologies of the B0d !  + and B0s ! K K+ decays.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in section 2, we introduce the B0d !  + and
B0s ! K K+ decays and the relevant observables. In section 3, we discuss the original
U -spin strategy and its prospects for the LHCb upgrade. The new strategy is presented in
section 4, exploring also the picture arising from the current data. In sections 5 and 6, we
explore the dynamics of penguin topologies and exchange, penguin-annihilation topologies,
respectively. In the latter section, we discuss also the expected pattern of the CP asymme-
tries in the B0d ! K K+, B0s !  + decays and various future scenarios. The prospects
of our new strategy are discussed in section 7, and our main conclusions are summarized in
section 8. Throughout this paper we shall assume that all decay amplitudes are described
by their SM expressions.
2 Decay amplitudes and CP asymmetries
2.1 Topologies
The non-leptonic decay B0d !  +, characterized by a b ! uu d transition, is governed
by the decay topologies depicted in gure 1. The decay amplitude is dominated by contri-
butions from the tree (T ) and penguin (P ) topologies, but also receives contributions from



































P (ct) + PA(ct)




P (qt)  P (q)   P (t); PA(qt)  PA(q)   PA(t) : (2.4)
Both C and dei are CP-conserving hadronic parameters, while  provides a CP-violating










 = 0:390 0:030 (2.5)
measures one side of the UT, with  and A denoting the Wolfenstein parameters of the
CKM matrix [13, 14]. For the numerical value, we have used the following results [15, 16]:
  jVusj = 0:22543 0:00042; A  jVcbj=2 = 0:8227+0:0066 0:0136: (2.6)
The decay B0s ! K K+ originates from a b ! uus transition and is related to the
B0d !  + channel through the U -spin symmetry [4{6]. In the SM, the B0s ! K K+

















where C0 and d0ei0are the primed equivalents of eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. The
decay topologies are given in gure 1. The suppression of the overall amplitude and the
enhancement of the penguin parameters d0ei0 is given by
  
2
1  2 = 0:0535 0:0002 : (2.8)




which is only sensitive to non-factorizable U -spin-breaking corrections because the factor-
izable contributions cancel in these ratios of amplitudes. Contrary, the U -spin relation
C = C0 (2.10)


















Thanks to quantum-mechanical oscillations between B0q and B
0
q mesons, an initially present




q states. CP violation is
probed by the following time-dependent decay rate asymmetry [17]:
ACP(t) =
jA(B0q (t)! f)j2   jA( B0q (t)! f)j2
jA(B0q (t)! f)j2 + jA( B0q (t)! f)j2
=
AdirCP(Bq ! f) cos(Mqt) +AmixCP (Bq ! f) sin(Mqt)
cosh( qt=2) +A (Bq ! f) sinh( qt=2) ;
(2.11)
where Mq M (q)H  M (q)L and  q   (q)L    (q)H denote the mass and decay width dif-
ferences between the \heavy" and \light" Bq mass eigenstates, respectively.
For the B0s ! K K+ channel, we obtain the following expressions [4]:
AdirCP(Bs ! K K+) =
2d0 sin 0 sin 
d02 + 2d0 cos 0 cos  + 2
; (2.12)
AmixCP (Bs ! K K+) =

d02 sins + 2d0 cos 0 sin(s + ) + 2 sin(s + 2)
d02 + 2d0 cos 0 cos  + 2

; (2.13)
A (Bs ! K K+) =  

d02 coss + 2d0 cos 0 cos(s + ) + 2 cos(s + 2)
d02 + 2d0 cos 0 cos  + 2

: (2.14)











= 1 : (2.15)
The CP-violating asymmetries for the B0d !  + channel can be straightforwardly ob-
tained through the following replacements:
d0 ! d ; 0 !  ; s ! d ; !  1 : (2.16)
While the direct CP asymmetries AdirCP of B0d !  + and B0s ! K K+ originate
from interference between tree and penguin topologies, the mixing-induced CP asymmetries
AmixCP are induced by interference between B0q{B0q mixing and decay processes. The latter
observables involve the B0q{
B0q mixing phases
d = 2 + 
NP
d ; s =  2s + NPs ; (2.17)
where  is the usual angle of the UT and s is a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed phase in the
SM. The ts of the UT allow us to calculate the SM value of s with high precision [15,
16, 18]:
SMs =  2s =  (2:092+0:075 0:069) : (2.18)
The phases NPd and 
NP























2.3 Untagged decay rates
Branching ratios contain information from the untagged decay rates [19]. In experiments,
the branching ratio is typically dened by using the time-integrated untagged rate, while
theoretical expressions require the untagged decay rate at time t = 0 [20]. For the Bs meson
system there is | in contrast to the Bd-meson system | a sizeable dierence between the







= 0:0625 0:0045: (2.19)
Consequently, the experimental branching ratio needs to be converted into the theoretical
branching ratio by means of the following expression [20]:





B(Bs ! f)exp: (2.20)
For decays into a avour-specic nal state, such as B0s ! K +, only the [1  y2s ] factor
contributes in (2.20). Using the eective lifetime
f 
R1
0 t h (Bs(t)! f)i dtR1
0 h (Bs(t)! f)i dt
(2.21)
of the Bs decay at hand, the conversion between the experimental and theoretical branching
ratios can be obtained with the help of the relation






B(Bs ! f)exp; (2.22)
which does not explicitly depend on the Af  observable [20].
For the conversion of the experimental B0s ! K K+ branching ratio into its theoretical
counterpart, we use the measurement of the LHCb Collaboration [22]
K+K  = [1:407 0:016 (stat)  0:007 (syst)] ps; (2.23)
which leads to a dierence between the experimental and theoretical branching ratios of
about 7%.




2 mBsmBd (m=mBd ;m=mBd)(mK=mBs ;mK=mBs) BdBs
 B(Bs ! K K+)theo
B(Bd !  +)
=
1 + 2(d0=) cos 0 cos  + (d0=)2





















is the usual phase-space function. The factorizable U -spin-breaking contributions to the


















where we have used the QCD light-cone sum rule (LCSR) calculation FBsK0 (0)=F
Bd
0 (0) =
1:15+0:17 0:09 [23], which is in agreement with previous results in [24], and fK=f = 1:1928 



























= 51:4+9:0 15:7 ; (2.28)
where we have neglected non-factorizable U -spin-breaking corrections to the ratio jC=C0j.









= 41:4 33:2 ; (2.29)
which is in agreement with eq. (2.28), but has a much larger error due to the currently
large uncertainties of the B0s ! K K+ CP asymmetries.
3 The original strategy
Before discussing the new method, it is instructive to have a closer look at the original
strategy [4{6], where  and s can be extracted from the B
0
d !  +, B0s ! K K+ system
with the help of the U -spin symmetry. Using information on the corresponding branching
ratios, CP violation in the B0d !  + mode and the rst measurement of CP violation in
the B0s ! K K+ channel [7], the LHCb collaboration has reported the following results [8]:
 = (63:5+7:2 6:7)
; s =  (6:9+9:2 8:0) ; (3.1)
which are in agreement with the picture of the previous analyses in refs. [4{6].
3.1 The UT angle 
The UT angle  can be determined in a theoretically clean way from pure tree decays of the
kind B ! D()K() [26{28] (for an overview, see [29]). The averages of the corresponding
experimental results performed by the CKMtter [30] and UTt [31] collaborations yield
 = (73:2+6:3 7:0)

















Current [21, 32] Upgrade [3]
AdirCP(Bd !  +)  0:31 0:05  0:31 0:008
AmixCP (Bd !  +) 0:66 0:06 0:66 0:008
AdirCP(Bs ! K K+) 0:14 0:11 0:087 0:008
AmixCP (Bs ! K K+)  0:30 0:13  0:19 0:008
Table 1. Overview of the current measurements and the expected accuracy at the LHCb upgrade.
The upgrade central values for B0s ! K K+ are calculated by applying the U -spin symmetry to
(d; ) obtained from the B0d !  + CP asymmetries.
respectively. The results in (3.2) are in remarkable agreement with the  measurement
in (3.1), and it is interesting to note that the current uncertainties of both determinations
are at the same level. In the future era of Belle II and the LHCb upgrade, the uncertainty
of the  determination from pure B ! D()K() tree decays can be reduced to the 1 level,
which is very impressive [2, 3].
The current values of the CP asymmetries [21, 32] are listed in table 1. Let us now
explore the prospects of the U -spin strategy. Contrary to the pure tree determination of
, the B0d !  +, B0s ! K K+ system obtains signicant contributions from penguin
loop topologies, which may receive NP contributions. Within the current precision at the
level of 7, there is not any sign of CP-violating NP eects of this kind in the data and an
eort has to be made to achieve a much higher precision.
Let us use the mixing phases d = 43:2 1:8 [33], as determined from B0d;s ! J= K0S
decays by taking penguin eects into account, and the PDG average s =  (0:682:2) [32]
(see subsection 3.2). Moreover, we assume the U -spin relations in eq. (2.9). In gure 2,
we show the contours in the d{ plane which can then be xed | in a theoretically clean
way | through the CP asymmetries of the B0d !  + and B0s ! K K+ decays. We
observe that currently only poor constraints on  can be obtained by using only the CP
asymmetries, which is mainly due to the large uncertainty of the CP violation measurements
of the B0s ! K K+ channel.
Consequently, the current LHCb determination in eq. (3.1) is governed by CP violation
in B0d !  + and the branching ratio information encoded in the K observable given in
eq. (2.24). We illustrate this feature in gure 2, where we have used the value of K in
eq. (2.28),1 containing the factorizable form-factor contributions to the ratio jC=C0j given
in eq. (2.26). We have neglected any non-factorizable contributions to jC=C0j, and have
assumed the U -spin relations in eq. (2.9). In gure 2, we show also the 1 contour from a
2 t to the current data. We obtain the following results:
 = (66+5 6)




where  is in agreement with eq. (3.1).
As we can see from the t, the determination of  in eq. (3.3) is essentially fully driven
by the CP asymmetries of B0d !  + and K, while CP violation in B0s ! K K+ has
























Figure 2. Illustration of the determination of  from the CP asymmetries of B0d !  +,
B0s ! K K+ and the observable K for the current data.
a minor impact. To quantify this, we perform a 2 t to only the CP asymmetries of
B0d !  + and K. We then nd
 = (66+5 6)




which is in very good agreement with the results in eq. (3.3). This now allows us
to determine the CP asymmetries of B0s ! K K+. Employing the U -spin relations in
eq. (2.9) yields
AdirCP(Bs ! K K+) = 0:11+0:03 0:02jd +0:03 0:02j +0:00 0:00j = 0:11+0:04 0:03
AmixCP (Bs ! K K+) =  0:18+0:03 0:04jd +0:02 0:02j +0:01 0:01j =  0:18+0:04 0:04 : (3.5)
In view of the expected much more precise measurements of the CP asymmetries of
B0s ! K K+ at the LHCb upgrade there is great potential in this strategy. In fact, the K
observable can then be avoided and  can be extracted using only the CP asymmetries of
B0d !  + and B0s ! K K+, thereby resulting in a much more favourable situation [4{
6]. In gure 3, we compare the contours from the B0d !  + and B0s ! K K+ CP
asymmetries for (a) the current situation, and (b) the LHCb upgrade scenario with s =
 (2:1 0:5), as given in table 1. In this scenario, we use the expected uncertainties given
in [3], and we use the U -spin relations in eq. (2.9) combined with eqs. (2.12) and (2.13)
to calculate the central values for the B0s ! K K+ CP asymmetries, because of the large
current uncertainties. Assuming the U -spin relation d = d0, the upgrade scenario leads to
 = (69:9+2:4 2:1)
.2 However, U -spin-breaking corrections limit the precision of . In order




;   0   ; (3.6)
and consider U -spin breaking eects of 20%, i.e.  = 1:0  0:2 and  = (0  20). This
leads to  = (70+8 6)
, which is comparable to the current situation described above.

































Figure 3. Illustration of the determination of  from the CP asymmetries of B0d !  + and
B0s ! K K+ as given in table 1.
The impact of U -spin-breaking contributions was also studied in ref. [34], where the
U -spin method was combined with the B !  isospin analysis [35] to reduce U -spin
breaking eects. In ref. [8], it was found that the corresponding results agree with ref. [4]
for corrections of up to 50%, while the B !  system stabilizes the situation for even
larger corrections. We shall discuss U -spin-breaking eects in more detail below, showing
that such anomalously large eects are not supported by the experimental data.
3.2 The B0s -B
0
s mixing phase s
The phase s can be determined from B
0
s ! J=  and decays with similar dynamics,
which are dominated by tree topologies [36, 37]. The theoretical precision is limited by
penguin contributions (see ref. [33] and references therein). The current average from the
Particle Data Group (PDG) [32] reads
s =  (0:68 2:2); (3.7)
which is in agreement with the LHCb result in eq. (3.1). In the future, we may extract s
from CP-violating eects in B0s ! J=  and penguin control channels with a precision as
high as O(0:5) [33].
The B0s{ B
0
s mixing phase can also be extracted from B
0
s ! K K+ decays. The cor-
responding CP asymmetries allow us to determine the \eective mixing phase"
es  s + KK (3.8)
through
sines =
AmixCP (Bs ! K K+)q
1 AdirCP(Bs ! K K+)2
; (3.9)
where the hadronic phase shift KK takes the following form [33, 38, 39]:
tan KK = 2 sin 

d0 cos 0 +  cos 
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the new strategy as discussed in detail in section 4. The AdirCP, AmixCP and
AdirCP
0
, AmixCP 0 denote the direct, mixing-induced CP asymmetries of the decays B0d !  + and
B0s ! K K+, respectively.
Let us now use  = (70  1) and d = (43:2  0:6) [33] as an input. Using also table 1,
we then nd for the LHCb upgrade scenario
es =  (11:0 0:5) ; (3.11)
which would match the expected precision for s from B
0
s ! J=  and related decays.
However, in order to extract s from this phase, we need the hadronic phase shift KK .
It can be calculated by applying the U -spin symmetry to d and  extracted from the
B0d !  + CP asymmetries. Assuming U -spin-breaking corrections of 20% as before, i.e.
 = 1:0 0:2 and  = 0 20, yields
KK =  (8:9 2:6) ; (3.12)
leading to s =  (2:1  2:6). Consequently, we cannot match the precision of s from
B0s ! J=  and related decays due to the U -spin-breaking corrections and cannot fully
exploit the experimental precision at the LHCb upgrade. To this end, an innovative method
is needed, which we describe in the next section.
4 The new strategy
In order to take full advantage of the huge amount of data to be collected at Belle II
and the LHCb upgrade, we proposed a new strategy for the B0d !  +, B0s ! K K+


















Bd !  + (5:12 0:19) 10 6
Bd !  K+ (1:96 0:05) 10 5
Bd ! K K+ (8:03 1:49) 10 8
Bs ! K K+ (2:49 0:17) 10 5
Bs ! K + (5:5 0:6) 10 6
Bs !  + (6:71 0:83) 10 7
B ! KK (1:32 0:14) 10 6
B ! K (23:79 0:75) 10 6
Table 2. Overview of the experimental branching ratios [21, 32]. For the B0d ! K K+ and
B0s !  + modes recent LHCb results [51] were used to calculate new averages according to the
PDG method [32].
the extraction of the B0s{
B0s mixing phase s with a future theoretical precision as high as
O(0:5) [9]. Moreover, valuable insights into U -spin-breaking eects can be obtained. The
new key elements are the dierential rates of the semileptonic decays B0s ! K `+` and
B0d !  `+`, which we combine with the B0s ! K K+ and B0d !  + decay rates; the
corresponding information is encoded in observables RK and R, respectively. The ow
chart of this strategy is shown in gure 4.
4.1 Semileptonic decay rates
For the upgrade scenario, we assume a determination of  = (70  1) from the pure tree
decays [3]. In addition, we use d = (43:2  0:6) [33], as well as the CP asymmetries
given for the upgrade in table 1. These inputs allow a determination of d and  from the
B0d !  + CP asymmetries [4]. We nd
d = 0:58 0:02;  = (151:4 1:1) ; (4.1)
where the precision for these non-perturbative parameters is remarkable.
Additional information is encoded in the branching ratios, as we have seen in eq. (2.24).
However, the observable K is aected by the U -spin-breaking form-factor ratio, as well as
non-factorizable eects. It is more advantageous to consider ratios of non-leptonic decay
rates with respect to dierential rates of semileptonic modes, as was done for an extensive
analysis of B ! D D decays in ref. [39]. These ratios also provide a well-known test for the
factorisation of hadronic matrix elements of non-leptonic decays [40{47].
For our transitions at hand, we dene
R   (Bd ! 
 +)
jd (B0d !  `+`)=dq2jq2=m2
= 62jVudj2f2XrjaNFj2 ; (4.2)
where






































due to kinematic constraints which are also implemented in lattice QCD calculations [48,






) = 1, i.e. a negligible deviation from this result for the
small momentum transfer q2 = m2. The non-factorizable contributions are parameterized
by the following quantity:





; x  jxjei  E + PA
(ut)
T + P (ut)
: (4.7)
The non-factorizable contributions to the colour-allowed tree topology T are characterized
by the deviation of aTNF from one. This parameter can be described within the QCD
factorization framework [44, 45]. The current state-of-the-art calculation [46], including






The colour-allowed tree amplitude is theoretically very favourable with respect to the fac-
torization of hadronic matrix elements, which is also reected by the sophisticated analysis
devoted to the parameter in (4.8). On the other hand, penguin topologies are much more
challenging and are aected by non-factorizable eects and long-distance contributions,
such as those attributed to \charming penguins" [50].
The branching ratio of the B0d !  + channel is given in table 2. The dierential
decay rate at low q2 unfortunately suers from sizable experimental uncertainties. We
may estimate the required partial branching fraction of the semileptonic rate by averaging
the low q2 measurements of the BaBar and Belle collaborations [32, 52, 53]. We nd
dBR=dq2  (6  1)GeV 2. A more sophisticated analysis of this quantity lies outside the
scope of this paper. However, we note that our estimate is in agreement with the analyses
in, e.g., refs. [54] and [55], where this rate is used to extract the CKM matrix element jVubj.
Finally, we obtain
R = (0:85 0:15)GeV2 ; (4.9)
which corresponds to a relative error of 17%. We advocate to extract this ratio directly
from the experimental Belle (II) and LHCb data.
Using (d; ) from the B0d !  + CP asymmetries in eq. (4.1), we may extract r in
eq. (4.3). Combining this parameter with R and the experimental value for [25]


















jaNFj = 0:73 0:06 : (4.11)
Concerning B0s ! K K+, we introduce in analogy to R the following ratio:
RK   (Bs ! K
 K+)
jd (B0s ! K `+`)=dq2jq2=m2K
= 62jVusj2f2KXKrK ja0NFj2 ; (4.12)
where
























fK denotes the charged kaon decay constant, and Vus is the corresponding CKM matrix
element.
4.2 Determination of KK











As we have seen above, r can be determined from the CP asymmetries in B
0
d !  +,
and the only unknown quantity in the game is the following parameter [9]:
aNF 
aNFa0NF
 = 1 + rP1 + r0P
  1 + x1 + x0
 aTNFaT 0NF
 : (4.16)
It can be determined with the help of the U -spin symmetry. We will show below that
aNF has actually a structure which is very favourable with respect to U -spin-breaking
corrections. We may then determine rK , which we may combine with the direct CP
asymmetry of the B0s ! K K+ decay to extract its hadronic parameters d0 and 0:
d0 = 

rK + cos 2 
q




2(rK   1)  d02
2d0 cos 




Here we have dened Adir0CP  AdirCP(Bs ! K K+). Finally, we may calculate the hadronic





d0 cos 0 +  cos 




B0s mixing phase s = 
e
s   KK can then be extracted from the measured
























Figure 5. The experimental error for KK as a function of the relative precision of RK for a
relative precision of R of 5% and 10%, assuming a perfect theoretical situation.
Unfortunately, the semileptonic decay B0s ! K `+` has not yet been measured.
We advocate analyses of this channel at Belle (II) and LHCb, preferably by a direct
measurement of the double ratio R=RK . Here only the double ratio of the form fac-
tors enters through X=XK , which strongly reduces the sensitivity to small deviations
from (4.5) for the momentum transfers q2 = m2 and m
2
K , thereby yielding a dou-
ble ratio of form factors equal to one with excellent precision. In addition, the ratio
jVusjfK=jVudjf = 0:27599  0:00037 can be determined with tiny uncertainties from ex-
perimental data [25]. It is interesting to note that RK does not depend on the ratio of the
B0s;d fragmentation functions fs=fd, which is the major limiting factor for measurements of
B0s branching ratios [56].
We illustrate the future experimental precision for KK that can eventually be
achieved with our new strategy for a perfect theoretical situation in gure 5. There we show
the sensitivity as a function of the relative precision of RK , while assuming measurements
of R in the upgrade era with relative precisions of 5% and 10%. Getting to the precision
of 0:5 for KK requires a determination of RK and R with a relative error of 5%. In
gure 6, we show the experimental error budget of KK , considering a relative error of
5% for RK and R.
Interestingly, for values of  around 70, the dependence of KK on  is essentially
negligible. This can be understood as tan KK in eq. (4.19) is then given by




rK / r / sin2 : (4.21)
Consequently, if we used s as an input for our strategy and were aiming to determine ,
we would have a small sensitivity for this angle. It is hence much more advantageous to
use  as input and determine s.
The theoretical precision of the new strategy is limited by the U -spin-breaking correc-
tions aecting aNF in eq. (4.16). The structure of 
a
NF, which depends on
P 
1 + rP1 + r0P


















and the ratio of the non-factorizable, colour-allowed tree-level contributions, is very
favourable in this respect. As both rP and x are small parameters, the ratios entering
eq. (4.16) are very robust concerning U -spin-breaking corrections. We will come back to
this feature in Subections 6.4 and 6.5 after we have explored the implications of the current
data for rP and x.
Corrections to the U -spin relation aTNF = a
T 0
NF for the non-factorizable contributions
to the colour-allowed tree amplitudes can be quantied within the framework of QCD
factorization [46]. So far only the B0d !  + decay has been analyzed, with the result in
eq. (4.8). Following ref. [9], we write
a
T (0)












= 1 + TNF
T
NF +O((TNF)2) : (4.24)
Using eq. (4.8), we estimate TNF  0:05. Allowing for U -spin-breaking corrections of
20% for the non-factorizable contributions gives a tiny correction of O(1%) to the ratio
in eq. (4.24). Even larger U -spin-breaking corrections would not have a signicant impact
on this picture. It would be interesting to extend the QCD factorization analysis of the
colour-allowed tree amplitude to the B0s ! K K+ decay.
The advantage of our new strategy concerning U -spin-breaking eects in comparison
with the original method can be clearly seen by rewriting the parameter  in eq. (3.6) as
 = aNF
TfactT 0fact
 P (ct)0 + PA(ct)0P (ct) + PA(ct)
: (4.25)
Here the leading U -spin-breaking corrections are associated with penguin topologies, which
are challenging, with issues such as \charming" penguins [50]. Therefore, the uncertainty
of aNF is signicantly smaller than that of .
4.3 Picture from current data
Since the dierential semileptonic B0s ! K0`+` decay rate has not yet been measured,
we cannot apply our new strategy to current data. However, as a demonstration, we
can consider the B0d !  K+ decay. This channel only receives contributions from tree
and penguin topologies. Neglecting exchange and penguin-annihilation contributions to
B0s ! K K+, the B0d !  K+ decay topologies only dier at the spectator-quark level.
The transition amplitude can be written as follows [4, 5]:









































Figure 6. Experimental error budget for KK . Here we have assumed a relative precision of 5%
for RK and R and a perfect theoretical situation.
Using eq. (2.7) and the SU(3) relation
P (ct)
0













 0  1 + x
0
1 + r0PA




parametrize the exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies. Neglecting these topologies
gives  0 = 1, leading to a direct relation between the hadronic parameters of B0d !  K+
and B0s ! K K+. We discuss the parameter  0 further in section 6. Non-factorizable
contributions to the SU(3) relation in eq. (4.28) are expected to be small as the tree and
penguin topologies dier only at the spectator-quark level.
In analogy to RK , we introduce
~RK   (Bd ! 
 K+)
jd (B0d !  `+`)=dq2jq2=m2K
= 62jVusj2f2K ~XK~rK j~a0NFj2 ; (4.31)
where
~rK  1 + 2
~d0




















The non-factorizable contributions are parametrized by


























2(1  2d cos  cos  + d2) (4.35)
with
~aNF 
1 + rP1 + ~r0P
 j1 + xj aTNF~aT 0NF
 ; (4.36)
where now only a single j1 + xj term occurs, which vanishes if the E and PA topologies
are neglected. Interestingly, the semileptonic decay rates cancel in the ratio ~RK=R up to
small corrections due to the dierence in the corresponding kinematical points.
The direct CP asymmetry of B0d !  K+ has been measured as follows [21]:
AdirCP(Bd !  K+) 
jA(B0d !  K+)j2   jA( B0d ! +K )j2
jA(B0d !  K+)j2 + jA( B0d ! +K )j2
= 0:082 0:006 : (4.37)
From the current data for the B0d !  + CP asymmetries, using also  = (70 7) and
d = (43:2 1:8) as input, we nd
d = 0:58 0:16 ;  = (151:4 7:6) : (4.38)
Neglecting the E and PA topologies and applying the U -spin symmetry for ~aNF, we obtain
~rK . Combined with the direct CP asymmetry for B
0
d !  K+ this gives
~d0 = 0:50 0:03 ; ~0 = (157:2 2:2) : (4.39)
Moreover, we can also determine the results
~  ~d0=d = 0:87 0:20; ~  ~0    = (5:8 8:3) ; (4.40)
which are fully consistent with the U -spin symmetry. In particular, the anomalously large
U -spin-breaking corrections of (50{100)% considered in ref. [8] are strongly disfavoured.
Finally, we determine the hadronic phase shift as follows:
KK =  (10:8 0:6): (4.41)
Already this precision for the current data is impressive and shows the exciting prospects
for the method. Using the current data for the B0s ! K K+ CP asymmetries, which yield
es =  (17:6 7:9), we obtain
s =  (6:8 7:9); (4.42)
where the uncertainty is dominated by the experimental data. This value is in excel-
lent agreement with the result in eq. (3.1), although obtained with a completely dierent
method. As we have neglected the exchange and penguin-annihilation contributions, this


















AdirCP(Bd !  +)  0:24 0:07
AmixCP (Bd !  +) 0:68 0:06
AdirCP(Bs ! K K+) 0:24 0:06
AmixCP (Bs ! K K+)  0:22 0:06
A (Bs ! K K+)  0:75 0:13
Table 3. Overview of the preliminary new LHCb measurements [57].
4.4 News from LHCb
The LHCb collaboration has recently reported new preliminary measurements of the CP-
violating observables of the B0s ! K K+ and B0d !  + decays [57]. We have summa-
rized these results in table 3. Comparing to the experimental data for the CP asymmetries
in table 1, which includes also our scenario for the LHCb upgrade, we nd good agreement
for the B0d !  + channel.
However, while the mixing-induced CP asymmetry of B0s ! K K+ is also in good
agreement with the numbers in this table, the new measurement of the direct CP asymme-
try is surprising. In particular, there is a large dierence between the direct CP asymmetry
of B0s ! K K+ in table 3 and the direct CP asymmetry of B0d !  K+ in eq. (4.37). As
we discussed in the previous section, these decays dier only through their spectator quarks.
Since the underlying quark-level transitions are the same, NP eects cannot be responsi-
ble for this dierence. As exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies contribute to the
B0s ! K K+ decay but have no counterparts in the B0d !  K+ mode, they could | in
principle | be the origin of this surprising measurement. However, as we will show in
detail in sections 5 and 6, such a picture is not supported by experimental data. More-
over, a similar relation arises between the direct CP asymmetries of the B0d !  + and
B0s ! K + decays, which is perfectly satised by the data, thereby also not indicating
any anomalous behaviour.
In combination with the CP asymmetries, the LHCb collaboration has also reported a
new preliminary measurement of the observable AKK   A (Bs ! K K+) [57], which we
give in table 3. An important check for the internal consistency of the data is provided by
the sum rule in eq. (2.15), which is a general feature of the dierent observables and cannot




2    AmixCP 02    AKK  2 = 0:33 0:20 ; (4.43)
which diers from zero at the 1:7 level. We have illustrated this situation in gure 7,
where we indicate the CP asymmetries of B0s ! K K+ from table 1 and the preliminary
new results listed in table 3 through grey and red data points, respectively. Moreover, we
add a red circular band corresponding to eq. (4.43), which clearly shows the inconsistency
of the data. In gure 7, we have furthermore considered predictions of the B0s ! K K+























Figure 7. Comparison of the new LCHb data with the previous results and theoretically predicted
values for the B0s ! K K+ CP asymmetries, as discussed in the text. Moreover, we show contours
corresponding to the new and predicted values of A (B0s ! K K+) as well as the current direct
CP asymmetry of B0d !  K+.
U -spin symmetry to d and  from eq. (4.38), which lead to the yellow data point and
the blue circular band, respectively. They are in perfect agreement with the direct CP
asymmetry of B0d !  K+ represented by the green horizontal band. We expect that the
central value of the new LHCb result for the direct CP asymmetry of the B0s ! K K+
decay will move correspondingly in the future.
5 Insights into penguin dynamics
The size of the parameters rP and x introduced in eq. (4.7) has to be quantied in order to
analyze the theoretical precision of our strategy in more detail. In this section, we discuss
the penguin topologies contributing to rP . Specically, we write
1 + rP =
1
1  deiP ; (5.1)
where the penguin ratio P is dened as





  jjei! = 1 + x
1 + rPA















































(b) Penguin annihilation (PAKK)
Figure 8. Topologies of the B0d ! K0K0 and B0s ! K0K0 decays.
The parameter  0 was already introduced in eq. (4.29), and (0) is expected to be close
to one as the exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies are expected to be small. We
shall return to this quantity in section 6. Let us rst focus on the parameter P , which
is governed by the interplay of the QCD penguin topologies with internal up, charm and
top quarks [58]. This quantity can be studied with the pure penguin decays B0d ! K0K0,
B0d ! K0K0 and B+ ! K+K0, B+ ! +K0. The various decay topologies and their
specic use in our new strategy are summarized in table 5. In subsection 5.3, we shall also
discuss the B0d !  K+, B0s ! K + system [59], which has only tree and penguin con-
tributions and can hence also be used to study U -spin-breaking eects in the corresponding
decay topologies.
5.1 B0d ! K0K0 and B0s ! K0K0
The decays B0d ! K0K0 and B0s ! K0K0 are related by the U -spin symmetry and receive
only contributions from penguin and penguin annihilation topologies [60, 61]. Conse-
quently, they oer an excellent laboratory to study penguin contributions.
As can be seen in gure 8, the penguin topologies of B0d ! K0K0 and B0s ! K0K0
dier from those of B0d !  + and B0s ! K K+ only through the quark pair that is gen-
erated by the gluon. Consequently, the B0d;s ! K0K0 system oers the most suitable probes
for P and subsequently rP . We shall neglect tiny contributions from colour-suppressed
electroweak penguins.
The corresponding decay amplitudes can be written as [62]






































and analogous expressions for C0KK and d0KKei
0
KK . In contrast to P , the parameter
dKKe

















CP asymmetry BaBar [63] Belle [64] PDG [32]
AdirCP(Bd ! K0K0)  0:40 0:41 0:06 0:38 0:38 0:05 0:0 0:4
AmixCP (Bd ! K0K0) 1:28 0:80 0:16 0:38 0:77 0:09 0:8 0:5
Table 4. Overview of the B0d ! K0K0 CP asymmetries, where we have conservatively taken the
largest uncertainty if the error was asymmetric.
suppressed in comparison with the leading penguin contributions and can therefore be
neglected. Since the decays B0d ! K0K0, B0s ! K0K0 and B0d !  +, B0s ! K K+ are






a determination of 
(0)
P .
The CP asymmetries are given as follows:
AdirCP(Bd ! K0K0) =
2dKK sin KK sin 
1  2dKK cos KK cos  + d2KK
;
AmixCP (Bd ! K0K0) =
sind   2dKK cos KK sin(d + ) + d2KK sin(d + 2)
1  2dKK cos KK cos  + d2KK
; (5.6)
with analogous \primed" expressions for the CP asymmetries of B0s ! K0K0. The CP
asymmetries of B0d ! K0K0 have been measured by the BaBar [63] and Belle collabora-
tions [64]. We list them in table 4, together with their PDG average [32]. The experimental
situation is not conclusive and will hopefully be settled with future data.
If we use the mixing phases d;s as input, the experimental results for these CP asym-
metries can be converted into theoretically clean values of the parameters dKKe
iKK and
d0KKe
i0KK , which will allow valuable insights into the dynamics of penguin topologies,
shedding light on the issue of the \charming penguins" and into U -spin-breaking eects in
these penguin parameters. As form factors cancel, those eects are genuinely related to
non-factorizable eects. Using the SU(3) avour symmetry to relate the hadronic param-
eters of the B0s ! K0K0, B0d ! K0K0 system to those of the B0d !  +, B0s ! K K+
modes allows the determination of both P and 
0
P .
Since there is currently no measurement of the CP asymmetries in B0s ! K0K0, we
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1  2dKK cos KK cos  + d2KK
1 + 2d0KK cos 
0
KK cos  + 
2d02KK
;
where the phase-space function  was introduced in eq. (2.25). The various measure-
ments of the B0d ! K0K0 branching ratio are consistent with one another, and the PDG
average [32] reads

















The Belle collaboration has recently announced the observation of the B0s ! K0K0 chan-
nel [65], resulting in the branching ratio
B(B0s ! K0K0) = (19:6+6:2 5:6) 10 6 : (5.9)















= 0:92 0:13; (5.10)
where we have used LCSR results for the corresponding form factors [24]. Using the
information for the branching ratios then gives
HKK = 0:94  0:13jBd  0:29jBs  0:27jC = 0:94 0:42; (5.11)
where we show the individual contributions of the various quantities to the error budget.




the observable HKK and the CP asymmetries of the Bd ! K0K0 channel allow the extrac-
tion of  and the hadronic parameters [60]; further information can be obtained through
the measurement of CP violation in B0s ! K0K0. However, due to the large current uncer-
tainties for both the CP asymmetries of B0d ! K0K0 and the observable HKK only very
weak constraints can be obtained.
5.2 B+ ! K+K0 and B+ ! +K0
Given the current experimental results for the B0d ! K0K0, B0s ! K0K0 system discussed
in the previous subsection, the charged B+ ! K+K0, B+ ! +K0 decays oer an interest-
ing alternative. These modes were previously studied in ref. [5]. Let us update this analysis
using the current data. The decays B+ ! K+K0 and B+ ! +K0 are characterized by
b ! ss d and b ! dds transitions, respectively, and related to each other by the U -spin
symmetry. The B+ ! K+K0; B+ ! +K0 modes can be related to the B0d ! K0K0,
B0s ! K0K0 decays by applying the SU(3) avour symmetry at the spectator-quark level,
thereby allowing us to determine P .
The corresponding decay amplitudes can be written in the following form [5]:





































The CP asymmetry is dened by
AdirCP(B ! K) 
jA(B+ ! +K0)j2   jA(B  !  K0)j2
jA(B+ ! +K0)j2 + jA(B  !  K0)j2
=
 2K sinK sin 
1 + 2K cosK cos  + 22K
;
(5.17)
while the expression for the direct CP asymmetry of B+ ! K+K0 can be obtained straight-
forwardly by making the following replacements:
!  1 ; K ! KK ; K ! KK : (5.18)
The experimental averages for the direct CP asymmetry are given by HFAG [21] as
AdirCP(B ! K) = 0:017 0:016 ;
AdirCP(B ! KK) = 0:087 0:100 ; (5.19)
while the branching ratios are listed in table 2. We note that both CP asymmetries have
switched signs with respect to their values in 2007 [5].






 B(B ! KK)
B(B ! K) ;
=
1  2KK cosKK cos  + 2KK
1 + 2K cosK cos  + 22K
= 0:57 0:11 ; (5.20)















= 1:35 0:11 : (5.21)
Combining the CP asymmetries of B+ ! K+K0 and B+ ! +K0 with HKKK , and
assuming the U -spin relation
KK = K KK = K ; (5.22)
we nd the constraints for KK and KK shown in gure 9, which were obtained through
a 2-minimalization t where also  = (70  7) was added as a constraint. The best t
result favours interestingly a smaller value of  = 60, which is caused by the small value
of HK . This feature has already been noted in ref. [5]. Assuming Gaussian distributions,
we obtain from the t
KK = 0:52 0:2 ; KK = (2:6 4:6) : (5.23)
These values are in agreement with the estimates in ref. [58] and the general hierarchy of
decay topologies discussed in refs. [10, 11]. We will discuss the implications for j1 + rP j

















Using the strong isospin symmetry to relate the up spectator quark in B+ ! K+K0
to the down spectator quark in B0d ! K0K0 gives the relation
dKK = KK ; KK = KK : (5.24)
We shall assume these relations, which we expect to hold with excellent precision, for the
remainder of this section. Using eq. (5.23), we may calculate the CP-violating observables
of the B0d ! K0K0 decay:
AmixCP (Bd ! K0K0) =  0:32 0:39;
AdirCP(Bd ! K0K0) = 0:05 0:09; (5.25)
where the errors are dominated by the uncertainty of KK . These values are in agreement
with the current experimental measurements given in table 4, although the experimental
uncertainties are unfortunately too large to draw any conclusions.
Improved CP violation measurements in B0d ! K0K0 would allow a powerful and
theoretically clean determination of KK and KK , as illustrated in gure 9. Here we have
added the contours from the expected CP asymmetries in B0d ! K0K0 with an assumed
error of 0:05 in the era of Belle II and the LHCb upgrade. We observe that in particular the
mixing-induced CP asymmetry of B0d ! K0K0 has the potential to constrain KK much
further, thereby reducing the uncertainty for an important parameter of our strategy. A
measurement of the mixing-induced CP asymmetry of B0d ! K0K0 with a precision of 0:1
would allow a determination of KK with a precision of 0:1, which would be a signicant
improvement over the current precision in eq. (5.23).
Using in addition a future measurement of the CP asymmetries of the B0s ! K0K0
channel would allow a clean determination of d0KK and 
0
KK , thereby oering an interesting
test of the U -spin symmetry in these penguin parameters. The observable HKK is not
needed for this analysis, but oers instead further insights into the U -spin symmetry for
the QCD penguin topologies.
5.3 B0d !  K+ and B0s ! K +
The decays B0d !  K+ and B0s ! K + receive only contributions from tree and penguin
topologies and are related to each other through the U -spin symmetry [5, 59]. We have
already encountered the B0d !  K+ channel in subsection 4.3, while the amplitude for
B0s ! K + takes the form





where ~C and ~dei~ are dened in analogy to eq. (4.27).
As the nal states are avour-specic, only direct CP violation can occur. The ex-
pressions for the direct CP asymmetry can be obtained by making suitable replacements
in eq. (2.12). The current direct CP asymmetries as given by the PDG are [32]:
AdirCP(B0d !  K+) = 0:082 0:006 (0:082 0:003) ; (5.27a)
AdirCP(B0s ! K +) =  0:26 0:035 ( 0:26 0:006) : (5.27b)
























Figure 9. Results from a 2-minimalization t to the current data as described in text. The blue
contour shows the 1 constraint from the t. The red (gray) contour shows the expected constraint
from the direct (mixing-induced) CP asymmetries in Bd ! K0K0 with an anticipated error of 0:05.





give the constraints for ( ~d; ~) shown in gure 10. They are obtained using a 2 t with
 = (70 7) added as a constraint. We nd
~d = 0:54 0:06 ; ~ = (155:4 3:3) : (5.29)
For the upgrade scenario in eq. (5.27) with  = (70 1), the t gives
~d = 0:54 0:02 ; ~ = (155:4 0:6) : (5.30)
These determinations agree with the picture arising from CP violation in B0d !  + and
the values in eq. (4.39). Specically, the parameter
  jjei! (5.31)
relates the hadronic parameters. Using eq. (4.1), we nd for the upgrade scenario
jj  ~d=d = 0:93 0:05 ; !  ~    = (4:0 1:3) ; (5.32)
showing an impressive accuracy for the picture assumed in the era of Belle II and the LHCb
upgrade.
Let us now utilize again the information provided by semileptonic decays. In order to





















which requires the measurement of the semileptonic dierential rate of the decay B0s !
K `+`, which we require also for our key observable RK . In analogy to our new strategy,
we may determine the parameters ~d; ~ and ~d0; ~0, which allow an interesting test of the
U -spin symmetry in the dominant tree and penguin topologies.
Lacking at the moment a measurement of B0s ! K `+`, we might also consider the
















1 + 2( ~d0=) cos ~0 cos  + ( ~d0=)2
1  2 ~d cos ~ cos  + ~d2
exp
= 63:6+20:1 12:3 ; (5.34)

















= 0:99+0:15 0:08 : (5.35)
The ratio of form factors FBsK0 (0)=F
Bd
0 (0) = 1:15
+0:17
 0:09 follows from an LCSR calcula-
tion [23], and fK=f = 1:1928 0:0026 [25]. It is interesting to note that the form factors
and decay constants enter eq. (5.35) in such a way that they almost cancel.
The uncertainty of eq. (5.34) is dominated by the form factors. If we assume a perfect
determination of j ~C= ~C0j = 1, we nd ~K = 65:1  7:3. Combining the ratio ~K with  =
(707) gives an additional constraint on ( ~d; ~), which we have added to gure 10. There,
the wide band and central value follow from eq. (5.34), while the small band corresponds to
the situation for j ~C= ~C0j = 1. We nd good agreement with the constraints following from the
measurements of direct CP violation in the B0d !  K+ and B0s ! K + decays, which
we also give in gure 10. The latter are not aected by form factor uncertainties. The
consistent picture in gure 10 is remarkable and does not point towards any anomalously
large U -spin-breaking eects.
6 Insights into exchange and penguin annihilation dynamics
The exchange and penguin annihilation contributions enter our new strategy through the
parameter aNF. Consequently, we need information about these topologies to assess the
theoretical precision. Specically, we study the parameters x (see eq. (4.7)) and  (see
eq. (5.3)) and their U -spin partners, which enter x and P , respectively. Fortunately, we
may use experimental data to determine the size of these contributions and do not have
to rely on model-dependent assumptions. In table 5, we give an overview of the relevant
B ! hh decays (h = ;K) and the topologies that are used to obtain insights into the
dierent contributions to our strategy.
The B0d ! K K+ and B0s !  + modes emerge only from exchange and penguin-
annihilation topologies. Consequently, this allows us to explore these contributions in a
direct way. Unfortunately, the current experimental data is not yet sucient to make























Figure 10. Current constraints on the penguin parameters ~d and ~ from the B0d !  K+,
B0s ! K + CP asymmetries and ratio ~K. The black contour gives the constraints from a 2
t to the CP asymmetries and  = (70  7). For ~K, we consider j ~C= ~C0j in factorization (wide
band) and j ~C= ~C0j = 1 (small band).
Decay C Topologies Specic use:
T P E PA
B0d !  + C x x x x Determine d and  ( and d as input)
B0d !  K+ ~C0 x x Direct determination of T + P
B0d ! K K+ C^ x x Direct determination of E+PA
B0s ! K K+ C0 x x x x Determination of s, d0, 0
B0s ! K + ~C x x Non-factorizable eects in T and P
B0s !  + C^0 x x Non-factorizable eects in E and PA
B0d ! K0K0 CKK x x Direct determination of penguin ratio P
B0s ! K0K0 C0KK x x Non-factorizable eects in penguin ratio P
B+ ! +K0 PK x Alternative determination of P
B+ ! K+K0 PKK x Alternative determination of P
Table 5. Compilation of various B ! hh channels (h = ;K) with their decay topologies and
their use in the context of our strategy.
obtained, with excellent future prospects. In view of this situation, we discuss also al-
ternative indirect determinations of the exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies in
subsections 6.2 and 6.3. In subsection 6.4, we return to the B0d ! K K+ and B0s !  +

















6.1 Direct determination from B0d ! K K+ and B0s !  +
The decays B0d ! K K+ and B0s !  + receive only contributions from exchange and
penguin annihilation topologies. Their amplitudes are given by
































The parameters C^0 and d^0 are given by analogous expressions. The CP asymmetries can be
obtained from eq. (2.12) by replacing d() ! d^(^) and equivalently d0(0) ! d^0(^0). Since



















2 + 2d^0 cos ^0 cos  + d^02
1  2d^ cos ^ cos  + d^2
exp
= 224:6 50:2 ; (6.4)










with fBs=fBd = 1:192  0:006 [25]. Since there is no eective lifetime measurement for
B0s !  + available, we used the experimental branching ratio for simplicity. A more
sophisticated analysis can be performed by using the expression of A (Bs !  +) in
terms of the hadronic parameters to convert the experimental into the theoretical branching
ratio, applying the formulae given in subsection 2.3.















cos2 ^ cos2 

1+K^
2 1  2K^1  K^# :
(6.7)
In analogy to the K observable for the B0d !  +, B0s ! K K+ system, K^ is not a clean
observable because it depends on jC^=C^0j. This ratio is sensitive to both factorizable and
non-factorizable U -spin-breaking corrections.
Figure 11 shows the relation between d^ and ^ with 1 error bands for the current
data. As the penguin-annihilation topologies are loop suppressed while the exchange con-




































Figure 11. Current constraints on d^ as a function of ^. The horizontal band gives the naive
constraint on d^ in eq. (6.8), discussed in the text. The various diamond points represent the





 2:56 0:20; (6.8)
which we have included as a constraint in gure 11. Measurements of the CP-violating
observables of these channels will allow a clean determination of the hadronic parameters
d^ and ^. In order to explore their expected ranges, we employ the correlation between d^
and ^ in gure 11 to calculate a correlation between the direct and mixing-induced CP
asymmetries. To this end, we use  = (70 7); d = (43:2 1:8) and s =  (0:68 2:2)
as determined from experiment. We obtain a surprisingly constrained situation, as shown
in gure 12. The general relation between the CP asymmetries in eq. (2.15) implies
[AdirCP(Bs !  +)]2 + [AmixCP (Bs !  +)]2 = 1  [A (Bs !  +)]2  1: (6.9)
Interestingly, we nd CP asymmetries of the B0d ! K K+ channel that are scattered
pretty close to this relation.
Future measurements of CP violation in B0d ! K K+ and B0s !  + can unambigu-
ously determine the parameters d^ and ^ and their U -spin counterparts d^0 and ^0, without
making use of U -spin assumptions or relying on the K^ observable. Using then these pa-
rameters in the expression for K^ in eq. (6.4), we may extract the amplitude ratio jC^=C^0j.
These studies will allow us to explore U -spin-breaking eects in exchange and penguin
annihilation topologies and will oer valuable further insights into the dynamics of these
contributions.
6.2 Indirect determinations of x
The direct determination of the exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies from the
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Figure 12. Correlation between the predicted direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetries of
B0d ! K K+ (outer region) and for B0s !  + (inner region). The colour coding indicates the
value of the strong phase ^ [deg].
from the ratios of branching ratios 
(0)
i listed in table 6:








 B(Bx ! XX 0)
B(By ! Y Y 0) ; (6.10)
where  is the phase-space function in eq. (2.25). Although the theoretical interpretation of
these quantities is aected by U -spin-breaking corrections, we have plenty of data available,
allowing us to constrain the parameter x. For this analysis, also the penguin parameters
(d; ) and their counterparts are required. Future data will allow us to probe x0 through
the 0i ratios. In subsections 6.4 and 6.5, we will discuss the optimal strategy for a future
determination of x and P , respectively.





1  2d^ cos ^ cos  + d^2













= 1:423 0:006 ; (6.12)





 x1 + x


















1 (Bd ! K K+; Bd !  +) (d; ); d^ j x1+x j vs ^ Figures 13(a) and 14
2 (Bd !  +; Bs ! K +) (d; ); ( ~d; ~) j1 + xj Figure 14
3 (Bd ! K K+; Bs ! K +) ( ~d; ~); d^ jxj vs ^ Figures 13(b) and 14




j Figures 15 and 16
02 (Bs ! K K+; Bd !  K+) | (*) j1 + r0PAj Figure 16
03 (Bs !  +; Bd !  K+) | (*) jr0PAj Figure 16
Table 6. Denitions of the ratios of B ! hh branching ratios and the parameters that they
constrain in the current situation. At the moment, the 0i ratios constrain r
0
PA. In the future, when
independent information on the penguin parameters will be available, these ratios can be used to
determine x0 as well, as indicated by the asterix.














Figure 13. Constraints on (a) the ratio jxj=j1 + xj and (b) jxj as a function of ^.
Consequently, we write
1 =
 x1 + x
2 2
"
1  2d^ cos ^ cos  + d^2
1  2d cos  cos  + d2
#
exp
= 0:016 0:003 ; (6.14)
where the numerical value refers to the experimental branching ratios in table 2. Using
d and  as determined from the CP-violating observables of the B0d !  + channel and
d^ as a function of ^, as described by eq. (6.7) and shown in gure 11, we may determine
jxj=j1 + xj as a function of ^. The corresponding constraints are shown in gure 13(a).





























T + P (ut)~T + ~P (ut)
 : (6.17)


















= 0:85+0:07 0:13 ; (6.18)
where we have again used FBsK0 (0)=F
Bd
0 (0) = 1:15
+0:17
 0:09 from LCSR calculations [23],
which agrees with the analysis of ref. [24]. Finally, we use the unprimed equivalent of




1  ~dei~e i  1 (6.19)
for   1.
From the current experimental data, we extract
2  j1 + xj22 exp= 0:90 0:10 ; (6.20)
which yields
j1 + xj = 1:12+0:18 0:11 : (6.21)
The large uncertainty comes from the form factors, and actually makes this ratio less
powerful. However, we can nevertheless use it to constrain the phase of x introduced in






1  2d^ cos ^ cos  + d^2






= 22jxj2 : (6.23)
Using the branching ratios in table 2 gives
3 ' 22jxj2
"
1  2d^ cos ^ cos  + d^2
1  2 ~d cos ~ cos  + ~d2
#
exp
= 0:014 0:003 : (6.24)
If we use ~d and ~ as determined in subsection 5.3 and d^ from eq. (6.7), we may calculate
jxj as a function of ^, as shown in gure 13(b). The bound on jxj varies between 0:03 and
0:18, which is consistent with the determination shown in gure 13(a).
For obtaining a complete picture, we have added the constraints from gure 13 to























Figure 14. Constraints on jxj and the phase  from 2. The horizontal lines are conservative
bounds from 1 and 3, as explained in the text.
bound at ^ = 0 and the lower bound at ^ = 180 from gure 13, since the values of
jxj=j1 + xj and jxj are largest and smallest there, respectively.
Unfortunately, the phase  is only poorly constrained. More interesting is the current
constraint of jxj < 0:2 from 3. Combining all constraints gives
j1 + xj = 1:1 0:1 : (6.25)
We further discuss this parameter and its implications for the ratio x in subsection 6.4.
6.3 Indirect information on r0PA
At the moment, only the ratios 0i dened in table 6 can be used to study r
0
PA. We may
simplify the following discussion by assuming that the quantity , which enters the 0i, is
small in comparison with the penguin parameters.





2 + 2d^0 cos ^0 cos  + d^02





















= 0:703 0:003 ; (6.27)
where we have used an approximation similar to eq. (6.12). Note that in this approximation
0 = 1=. We nd
01 =
 r0PA1 + r0PA























Figure 15. Constraints on jr0PAj and the phase 0PA from B0s !  +, B0s ! K K+ and
B0s !  +, B0s ! K0K0 with 1 error bands.




as shown in gure 15.
In addition, we can consider






where we have neglected the penguin contribution d0KK from B
0
s ! K0K0 since it is sup-






4  r0PA1 + r0PA
2 exp= 0:034 0:011 : (6.31)
The constraint from this ratio is in perfect agreement with that obtained from 01, as
illustrated in gure 15. This shows once again the importance of B0s ! K0K0 and the












2 = j1 + x0j202 ; (6.33)
where 0 is the equivalent of  dened in eq. (6.17). Making the same approximations for
0 as for , we nd
0 = 1= = 1:18+0:17 0:09: (6.34)



































Figure 16. Bounds on jr0PAj and the phase 0PA using 01;02 and 03.
Using the experimental branching ratios in table 2, we obtain
02  02j1 + r0PAj2 exp= 1:41 0:10 ; (6.36)
which leads to
j1 + r0PAj = 1:01+0:09 0:15 : (6.37)
We write r0PA  jr0PAje
0
PA and give the constraints from 02 in gure 16. In analogy to
2, we observe that the constraint for j1 + r0PAj suers from large uncertainties due to the
required form-factor information. Consequently, the ratios 2 and 
0
2 are at the moment
only useful to constrain the phases of x and r0PA, respectively. Information on their actual










2 + 2d^0 cos ^0 cos  + d^02














and making the approximation ~0  0 gives
03  ~0202jr0PAj2 exp= 0:035 0:004 ; (6.40)
yielding
jr0PAj = 0:23+0:02 0:04 : (6.41)
In gure 16, we show the contour xed through this ratio in the complex plane.
We have also added the constraint from 01 to gure 16, and conclude that the current
data favour slightly the regions around 0PA = 100, while the constraint for jr0PAj is

































d˜, θ˜ dˆ, θˆ d˜′, θ˜′ dˆ′, θˆ′
AˆdirCP & AˆmixCP AˆdirCP′ & AˆmixCP ′R˜′K & A˜CP R˜K & A˜′CP
Figure 1:
1
Figure 18. Strategy to determine x. The ~A0CP, ~ACP denote the direct CP asymmetries in
B0d !  K+ and B0s ! K +, respectively, and A^dirCP, A^mixCP and A^dirCP0,A^mixCP 0 are the CP asymme-
tries of B0d ! K K+ and B0s !  +, respectively.
6.4 Determination of x
The previous studies allow us to determine x dened in eq. (4.22) with the help of current
data. The ratios 1;2 and 3 provide information on jxj and its phase . Independent
information on x0 is currently not available, but can be obtained from future measurements
of CP violation in B0s !  +. We consider
x =
 1 + x1 + x0
 = 1 + xx +O(x2); (6.42)
where x is an SU(3)-breaking parameter dened through x
0 = x(1   x). An important
advantage of our strategy is that the exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies only
contribute through the ratio x. Since x is a small quantity, x is very robust with respect





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(b) B0s !  +
Figure 19. Correlation between the direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetries of B0d ! K K+
and of B0s !  + as in gure 12, with the dierent scenarios indicated by diamonds.
as a function of ^ for dierent U -spin-breaking eects. Allowing for 20% U -spin-breaking
only gives an uncertainty of O(4%) for x. However, especially around ^ = 180, which
is actually the expected region, the eect can be much smaller. Future determinations of
the CP asymmetries in the B0d ! K K+, B0s !  + system can pinpoint these eects
further, as illustrated in gure 18. The B0d ! K K+, B0s !  + CP asymmetries allow
a determination of d^(0), ^(0), while the semileptonic ratios ~R0K and ~RK would allow an
independent determination of ~d0, ~0. Finally, jx(0)j can be determined using (0)3 and ~d(0),
~(0). This would give a clean determination of both jxj and jx0j independently, allowing a
direct determination of x, without any U -spin assumptions.
We further illustrate the use of the B0d ! K K+, B0s !  + CP asymmetries by
discussing six possible future scenarios, given in table 7. The specic scenarios are also
indicated in gure 19, and we assume the same relative uncertainties as those of the current
measurements of the B0d !  +, B0s ! K K+ CP asymmetries.
For the dierent scenarios, d^ and ^ are extracted from the B0d ! K K+ CP asym-
metries, using  = (70  1) and d = (43:2  0:6) as before. This gives two solutions,
where we discard the one which leads to anomalously large U -spin-breaking eects. The
results are collected in table 7. For scenarios 1, 2 and 4, the analytic expression is used to
obtain the uncertainty. However, for scenarios 3; 5 and 6, the 1 ranges are obtained from
a 2 t to take into account the correlated erros (see gure 20). The dierent values that
were obtained are also indicated in gure 11. In addition, the parameters d^0 and ^0 are
determined from the CP asymmetries of the B0s !  + channel, using the central value
of the current PDG average s =  (0:68 0:5) with an error expected for the era of Belle
II and the LHCb upgrade.
Some of the obtained parameters (d^; ^) in table 7 have large uncertainties. In particular

















A^dirCP A^mixCP d^ ^ [deg]
No. A^dir0CP A^mix0CP d^0 ^0 [deg] jC^=C^0j
 0:75 0:12 0:20 0:02 2:0 0:4 60:0 7:6
1 0:043 0:034 0:014 0:006 2:0 1:2 60:0 22:6 1:44 0:87
 0:35 0:06  0:81 0:07 0:50 0:07 20:0 3:6
2 0:064 0:050 0:17 0:07 0:50 0:20 20:0 16:3 0:80 0:30
 0:45 0:07 0:89 0:08 [0:9; 3:1] [121; 149]
3 0:044 0:034  0:063 0:027 [1:0; 2:8] [114; 170] [0:41; 2:85]
 0:22 0:04 0:70 0:06 0:60 0:09 160:0 3:3
4 0:060 0:047  0:17 0:07 0:60 0:25 160:0 16:9 0:66 0:28
0:49 0:08 0:86 0:08 [0:9; 3:1] [214; 244]
5  0:039 0:031  0:044 0:019 [1:3; 4:2] [194; 255] [0:54; 4:33]
 0:10 0:02 0:99 0:09 [1:0; 4:4] [163; 173]
6 0:0089 0:0070  0:062 0:027 [1:3; 4:3] [154; 178] [0:39; 3:91]
Table 7. Overview of the dierent scenarios for the CP-violating observables of the B0d ! K K+
and B0s !  + decays.
to 1. Since the CP asymmetries in B0d ! K K+ saturate the relation in eq. (6.9), the
corresponding direct CP asymmetries are constrained to values around 0. This feature
reduces signicantly the sensitivity to (d^; ^). The various scenarios are also illustrated in
gure 20, which shows the contours in the d^{^ plane following from the direct (blue) and
mixing-induced (red) CP asymmetries of the B0d ! K K+ channel, along with the 1
contour from a 2 t of these two observables.
We notice that the amplitude ratio jC^=C^0j in eq. (6.4) can unfortunately only be de-
termined with limited precision in our scenarios. The results are summarized in table 7,
where the ranges correspond to the allowed regions of the penguin parameters.
Finally, implementing the strategy illustrated in gure 18, we can determine jxj and
jx0j. Based on the denition in eq. (6.3), we expect the strong phases ^(0) to take values
around 180. Let us therefore consider scenario 6, where in addition d^ is close to the
prediction from eq. (6.7), and scenario 4, where d^ is closer to the value of d.
With the input from scenario 6 (S6), we nd x1 + x

S6
= [0:024; 0:071]; jxjS6 = [0:031; 0:093]; (6.43)
where the range corresponds to the allowed region of d^ and ^. If we assume scenario 4 (S4),
we nd  x1 + x

S4
= 0:087 0:009; jxjS4 = 0:11 0:02; (6.44)
which has remarkably small uncertainties. Most important, even though the uncertainty































































Figure 20. Determination of d^ and ^ from the CP-violating observables of B0d ! K K+. The blue
and red contours follow from the direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetries, respectively. The 1

















Interestingly, we can now also determine jx0j with the help of 03. At the moment,
we cannot determine ~d0 and ~0 in an independent way. However, as discussed in subsec-
tion 5.3 and illustrated in gure 18, measurements of the semileptonic decay rates will
change this situation. To illustrate this future determination, we consider the results in
eq. (5.30), yielding
jx0jS6 = [0:028; 0:092]; jx0jS4 = 0:20+0:08 0:09 : (6.45)
These results are in impressive agreement with the constraints for jxj in eq. (6.43), and
suggest small U -spin-breaking eects.
6.5 Determination of P




= 1 + rP r +O(r2P ) ; (6.46)
where r is an U -spin-breaking parameter dened through
r0P = rP (1  r) : (6.47)
As in eq. (5.1), we may write rP as a function of (d; ) and :
1 + rP =
1
1  deiP ; (6.48)
where
  jjei!  1 + x
1 + rPA
; (6.49)
an analogous expression holds for 1 + r0P .
In our new strategy, we eventually determine d0 and 0 from the data, while d and 
are xed through the CP asymmetries of the B0d !  + decay. Starting with P = 1, as
in the strict U -spin limit, we may include these eects in an iterative way.
The parameter  can be determined from our previous analysis. Taking j1 + xj =
1:1 0:1 from eq. (6.25) and j1 + r0PAj = 1:01+0:09 0:15 as given in eq. (6.37) yields
jj = 1:09+0:19 0:14 : (6.50)
Furthermore,  relates the penguin parameters in B0d !  + and B0d !  K+ through
~dei
~ = dei ; (6.51)
which is only aected by SU(3)-breaking eects at the spectator-quark level (see eq. (4.28)).



























Applying the results for the penguin ratio P in eq. (5.23), and using ( ~d; ~) from eq. (5.29),
we nd
jrP j = 0:22 0:07 (6.54)
and
j1 + rP j = 0:79 0:07 ; (6.55)
where the uncertainties are dominated by those of P and P . Using the numerical range
in (6.54) and r = 0:2, i.e. assuming U -spin-breaking eects of 20%, the favourable structure
of the P ratio in eq. (6.46) reduces these uncertainties to the 5% level.
Let us now explore how we may reduce the uncertainty of P further through sophis-
ticated analyses provided by future experimental data. We aim at an independent precise
determination of rP and its primed counterpart r
0
P , whose uncertainties are dominated by
(P ; P ). In Subection 5.3, we discussed the achievable precision for the B
0
d ! K0K0 pen-
guin parameters (dKK ; KK), which | using the SU(3) avour symmetry | are equivalent
to (P ; P ). A determination of the CP asymmetries at the 0.05 level would lead to a deter-
mination of P with 0:03 uncertainty, giving in turn rP = 0:220:02. The CP asymmetries
for B0s ! K0K0, which have not yet been measured, would allow a determination of 0P ,
thereby providing full information on U -spin-breaking eects in these penguin topologies.
However, also improved information from the CP asymmetries in B0d ! K0K0 alone would
already signicantly reduce the uncertainty for P , as determined from eq. (6.46) and
shown in gure 22. There the relation between P and the uncertainty of the B
0
d ! K0K0
asymmetries is shown for dierent U -spin-breaking eects between rP and r
0
P dened by
P . Consequently, the CP asymmetries in B
0
d ! K0K0 have the potential to reduce the
uncertainty for P signicantly below the 4% level.
In addition, the input ( ~d; ~) and their primed analogues can be independently deter-
mined via the semileptonic ratios ~RK and ~R
0
K through the strategy illustrated in gure 21.
Using eq. (6.51), we may determine  and  0, providing additional information into U -spin-
breaking eects in exchange and penguin-annihilation topologies. In order to illustrate
the future precision of this method, we consider (d; ) and ( ~d; ~) for the upgrade scenario
as given in eqs. (4.1) and (5.30), respectively, which leads to an impressive precision of
jj = 0:93 0:05 and ! = (4:0 1:3) as given in eq. (5.32).
7 Prospects of the new strategy
The precision for s achievable with the new strategy depends on experimental and theo-
retical uncertainties. Experimentally, the precision with which the semileptonic ratios RK
and R can be determined dominate the uncertainty. In subsection 4.2, we showed that a
relative precision for RK and R at the 5% level allows an impressive 0:5
 uncertainty for
KK . With the information obtained in the previous sections, we can now quantify the
theoretical error for aNF. This uncertainty arises from U -spin-breaking eects in the ratios
x and P . Fortunately, these ratios are very robust with respect to these eects and can
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Figure 21. Strategy to determine P . On the left-hand side, the strategy to determine P and
0P is illustrated, while we show on the right hand side the strategy to improve  and 
0 using the
semileptonic decay ratios.





Figure 22. The ratio P as a function of the precision of the CP asymmetries of the decay
B0d ! K0K0 for dierent U -spin-breaking eects.
For the current data, we obtain an uncertainty of 5% for P , which can be further
reduced with more precise data for the B0d ! K0K0 and B0s ! K0K0 CP asymmetries
(see 5.1 and 6.5). In addition, we nd an uncertainty of 4% for x, which can also be
further improved using the CP asymmetries of B0d ! K K+, B0s !  + (see 6.4). The
last source of uncertainty is related to the non-factorizable U -spin-breaking eects in the
ratio of the colour-allowed tree topologies, which are theoretically well-behaved and give
an error at the 1% level (see 4.2). Finally, adding up the individual errors in quadrature
we nd a precision of about 7% for aNF.
Figure 23 gives the precision of KK as a function of the relative error of 
a
NF,
assuming a perfect experimental situation. We observe that a 7% precision for aNF gives
a theoretical uncertainty at the 0:8 level for KK . Recalling that s = es   KK
and that a precision of 0:5 for es can be reached in the upgrade era (eq. (3.11)), we
aim for a similar theoretical precision for KK , which is indicated by the dashed line in
gure 23. Such a precision requires an O(4%) determination of aNF, which is within reach

























Figure 23. The uncertainty for KK as a function of the relative error of 
a
NF, assuming a perfect
experimental situation.
Combining now the experimental and theoretical uncertanties, assuming a relative
precision of 5% for the relevant parameters R, RK and 
a
NF, results in an impressive
uncertainty of 0:8 for KK . The error budget of KK in this scenario is given in
gure 24. This allows a determination of s with a similar precision, which is a major
improvement with respect to the current situation in eq. (3.1).
Interestingly, our new method allows also the determination of the hadronic parameters
d0 and 0. Assuming that RK ; R and aNF can be determined with 5% uncertainty, we nd
d0 = 0:58 0:04 ; 0 = (151:4 3:5) ; (7.1)
showing a very impressive precision and providing valuable insights into the U -spin sym-
metry. In particular, we may now determine the U -spin-breaking parameters  and  in
eq. (3.6). For the upgrade scenario,  can be extracted with an uncertainty at the 0:07 level.
In addition, our method oers a test of QCD factorization in the B0d !  + and
B0s ! K K+ decays through the information for rP and x. We have given the current
experimental value for jaNFj of the B0d !  + decay in eq. (4.11):
jaNFj = j1 + rP jj1 + xjjaTNFj = 0:73 0:06 : (7.2)
Using j1 + xj = 1:1 0:1 from eq. (6.25) and j1 + rP j = 0:8 0:08 from eq. (6.55) yields
jaTNFj = 0:82 0:13 ; (7.3)
which agrees with the QCD factorization calculation in eq. (4.8) at the 1 level.
A key element in the new strategy are the semileptonic dierential rates and the corre-
sponding R and RK ratios. Since the B
0
s ! K `+` decay has not yet been measured, it
is interesting to come back to the ratio K and the use of form-factor calculations as input.
In this case, the ratios R and RK are no longer required and we can write

















Figure 24. Error budget of the hadronic phase shift KK .
where K is given in eq. (2.24). The only dierence with respect to our new strategy is that
we have now to rely on theoretical input for the form-factor ratio FBsK(m2K)=F
Bd(m2), re-
placing the ratio R=RK which can be determined by means of experimental data. The non-
factorizable U -spin-breaking eects are again described by the parameter aNF. The current
determination of the form-factor ratio from LCSR, FBsK0 (0)=F
Bd
0 (0) = 1:15
+0:17
 0:09 [23], has
still a signicant uncertainty. However, dedicated eorts using lattice QCD and progress
with LCSR analyses may lead to a sharper picture of FBsK(m2K)=F
Bd(m2) in the future.
Let us consider the LHCb upgrade scenario, assuming aNF = 1:00 0:05. In gure 25,
we show the precision of KK as a function of the relative uncertainty of the form-factor
ratio in comparison with relative precision of RK=R using the new strategy. We observe
that a good precision can be reached using the ratio K, provided it is possible to calculate
the form-factor ratio with a precision at the 5% level. However, it will be challenging to
go beyond the precision of our new strategy, even if the experimental ratio RK=R would
only be known with 15% precision. Consequently, the new strategy, which does not rely
on non-perturbative input for the form factors, is most powerful for extracting s.
We may actually use our new strategy to determine FBsK(m2K)=F
Bd(m2). Using the
values of d,  and d0, 0, we may calculate K with the help of eq. (2.24), which allows us to
extract jC=C0j from the ratio of the B0s ! K K+, B0d !  + branching ratios, and write CC0


















For the current data, using eqs. (4.38) and (5.29) and  = (70 7), we nd
K = 57:2 14:4 ; (7.6)
where we assumed d0 = ~d and 0 = ~, neglecting tiny exchange and penguin-annihilation






























Figure 25. The dependence of the uncertainty of KK on the relative error of the ratio of form
factors using the ratio K, and RK=R using the semileptonic decays.
which is in interesting agreement with the LCSR calculation. For the LHCb upgrade
scenario, we expect that the precision for the ratio of form factors can be reduced to the
0:06 level.
8 Conclusions
The U -spin relation between the B0d !  + and B0s ! K K+ decays has originally been
proposed to extract the UT angle  and the mixing phase s [4{6]. The current experi-
mental picture is already impressive, in agreement with the SM and uncertainties at the
7 level. The theoretical precision is limited by U -spin-breaking corrections, which do not
allow us | unless there is signicant progress to calculate them | to take full advantage
of the data to be collected in the era of Belle II and the LHCb upgrade.
In view of this situation, we proposed a new strategy to fully exploit the physics po-
tential of the non-leptonic B0s ! K K+ and B0d !  + decays to extract s [9]. The
strategy utilizes the U -spin relation between these two decays for theoretically well be-
haved quantities, thereby resulting in a very robust situation with respect to U -spin-
breaking eects. The new key elements are the dierential rates of the semileptonic
decays B0d !  `+` and B0s ! K `+`, which enter ratios with the B0d !  + and
B0s ! K K+ decay rates R and RK , respectively. In fact, only the double ratio R/RK
enters our strategy, which is an advantage from the experimental point of view as uncer-
tainties cancel. A theoretical advantage is that the form factors now enter only in a double
ratio, which is equal to 1 with excellent precision. In our new strategy, non-factorizable
U -spin-breaking corrections to the notoriously dicult to calculate penguin, exchange and
penguin-annihilation topologies only contribute through the ratios P and x. As we have
shown, these quantities are very robust with respect to U -spin-breaking eects. On the
other hand, the original strategy is limited by leading non-factorizable U -spin-breaking

















The CP-violating observables of B0s ! K K+ allow us to determine the \eective"
B0s{B
0
s mixing phase 
e
s , which is a pure experimental quantity. In order to extract the
mixing phase s from 
e
s , we have to subtract the hadronic phase shift KK , which
depends on non-perturbative quantities. In the upgrade era, es can be measured with
an uncertainty at the 0:5 level. Consequently, our goal is to match this very impressive
experimental precision by theory, determining KK with similar uncertainty.
Unfortunately, the B0s ! K `+` decay, a key input for our new strategy, has not yet
been measured. We strongly advocate analyses of this channel at Belle (II) and LHCb,
preferably extracting RK or the ratio R=RK directly from the experimental data. In order
to illustrate the strength of our new method, we use data for B0d !  K+. This decay
is related to B0s ! K K+ by a U -spin relation at the spectator quark level if the small
contributions from exchange and penguin annihilation topologies are neglected. We nd
a precision for KK of 0:6
, which shows impressively the power of our strategy. More-
over, we obtain excellent agreement with the picture of the U -spin symmetry, excluding
anomalously large corrections.
The determination of KK is aected by experimental and theoretical uncertainties.
For a perfect theoretical situation, measurements of R and RK with 5% precision are
required to obtain a 0:5 precision for KK . The theoretical precision is limited by U -
spin-breaking corrections to quantities which have very favourable structures. In order to
fully exploit the precision of our strategy, we need information both for the penguin ratio
rP and for the exchange and penguin-annihilation parameter x.
The penguin parameter rP can be studied with the help of the pure penguin decays
B0d ! K0K0 and B0s ! K0K0, which oer an interesting laboratory for the upgrade era.
Since the current data for these modes are limited, we have also used the charged decays
B+ ! K+K0 and B+ ! +K0 to constrain the size of rP . In summary, using these
decays, we nd an uncertainty for the relevant ratio P at the 5% level. We have presented
a strategy to further reduce this uncertainty, as illustrated in gure 21.
Future measurements of the CP asymmetries of B0d ! K K+ and B0s !  + allow
us to determine the exchange and penguin-annihilation contributions with high precision.
We have discussed the correlation between these CP asymmetries following from the current
data, resulting in an interesting picture for the future data taking, and presented scenarios
of future measurements and their use to pin down the exchange and penguin-annihilation
contributions even further. For the current data, we use ratios of dierent B ! hh (h =
;K) decays and nd a contribution of x  0:1, which results in a theoretical uncertainty
of O(4%) for the exchange and penguin-annihilation ratio x.
Combining the dierent sources of theoretical uncertainty, we nd a theoretical pre-
cision of KK at the 0:8
 level. We have discussed dierent strategies to reduce this
uncertainty further with future experimental data, and have illustrated them with various
scenarios, showing that a future ultimate precision at the 0:5 level is within reach. Conse-
quently, the new strategy has the potential to extract s from CP violation in B
0
s ! K K+
with a theoretical precision matching experiment. The key question is whether the corre-
sponding value will eventually show a discrepancy with respect to the clean SM prediction
SMs and determinations from other decays, in particular B
0

















is dominated by QCD penguin topologies, which are sensitive to possible new heavy parti-
cles, we may actually nd a surprise, fully exploiting the excellent experimental precision
attainable at Belle II and the LHCb upgrade.
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